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First Model 
• Economics gives us a way to think about problems using models 

- Models simplified representations of reality 
- Tool to explain what we see, gives insight  

Assumptions 
• Only 2 possible activities 
• Only 2 individuals   
• When trading, there are  

- No transaction costs (negotiation/transportation costs) 
- No other barriers (import quotas, tariffs)  

 
One Agent Economy 
• Alberto  
• 2 productive activities (assumption 1) 

- Collecting bananas and catching rabbits  
• Performing activity involves use of resources (tangible and intangible) (productivity)  

- 1kg bananas takes 1 hour to collect 
- 1kg rabbit takes 2 hours to catch  

• Amount of resources used to perform a productive activity determines productivity  
- Scarce resources could mean operating in a constrained environment (financial 
constraints, time constraints…) 
- For Alberto, time constraints, 24 hr day – 8 hr sleep = 16 hr  

• To determine productivity based on time constraints, construct a production 
possibility curve   

1. Consider extreme scenarios  
• If all effort was put into producing a single product, how much could be produced 

- 16hr dedicated to collecting bananas, 16h x (1kg/1h) = 16kg 
- 16hr dedicated to catching rabbits, 16h x (1kg/2h) = 8kg  

2. Consider intermediary scenarios   
• Split time between two activities  

- 16hr dedicated to both bananas and rabbits 
- 8hr x (1kg/1hr) = 8kg bananas + 8hr x (2kg/1hr) = 4kg rabbits 
- 4h x (1kg/1hr) = 4kg bananas + 12h x (1kg/1hr) = 6kg rabbits     
- 1h x (1kg/1hr) = 1kg bananas + 15h x (2kg/1hr) = 7.5 rabbits  

3. Create production possibility curve (PPC) (bring previous steps together)  
• Represents combination of goods (bananas and rabbits) for which currently available 

resources (Alberto’s time) allow an increase in the production of one good, without a 
reduction in the production of the other 
- All points below and to the left of the PPC are inefficient  

• Attainable production point any combination of goods that can be produced with the 
currently available resources  
- All points on the PPC or below and to the left of the PPC are attainable 
- Includes the inefficient points and the actual PPC line   

• Unattainable production point any combination of goods that can not be produced 
with the currently available resources 
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- All points that lie outside of the PPC are unattainable  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
Two Agent 

Economy 
• When consumption needs are higher than production possibilities  

- Need 4kg rabbit and 9kg of bananas to survive (unattainable) therefore Alberto 
needs to trade in order to reach consumption target 

• Leo (introduced to allow trade to happen) 
• 2 productive activities (assumption 1) 

- Collecting bananas and catching rabbits 
• Performing activity involves use of resources (tangible and intangible) 

- 1kg bananas takes 4 hour to collect (not as efficient as Alberto) 
- 1kg rabbit takes 4 hours to catch (not as efficient as Alberto) 

• Time constraint 
- Productive for 16hr per day   

• Need 7kg to survive (unattainable) 
1. Leo’s extreme scenarios   

- 16hr collecting bananas, 16h x (1kg/4hr) = 4kg 
- 16hr catching rabbits, 16hr x (1kg/4hr) = 4kg 
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• Can Leo help Alberto achieve his consumption target?  

Time taken to get… 1kg bananas 1kg rabbits 
Alberto 1 hr 2 hrs 
Leo 4 hrs 4 hrs 

• Absolute advantage is when one agent (or an economy) can carry on a productive 
activity with less resources than the other agent  
- More efficient – faster or able to produce more with less resources 
- Alberto has an absolute advantage in collecting both rabbits and bananas  

• Opportunity cost (OC) of a given action is the value of the next best alternative to 
that particular action 
- Although Alberto is good at both activities, is better at collecting bananas 
- If spends time chasing rabbits, for each kg of rabbit caught, 2kg of bananas are 
sacrificed 
- One action is sacrificed by doing the other (have to work out which is worth 
sacrificing) 
Opportunity costs of…       1kg bananas 1kg rabbits 
Alberto 0.5kg rabbits 2kg bananas 
Leo 1kg rabbits 1kg bananas  
- OC = gradient/slope of PPC (y/x, production cost of one good divided by the 
other) 
- OC[bananas] = (loss in rabbits/gain in bananas) = x amount of rabbits 
- OC[rabbits] = (loss in bananas/gain in rabbits) = x amount of bananas 
- Alberto has the lowest OC[bananas], whereas Leo has lowest OC[rabbits] 
  


